
Safety and air travel 
Travel confidently with the latest research 

A recent study commissioned by the United 
States Transportation Command found that, in 
over 300 aerosol release tests repeatedly 
releasing 180 million particles simulating virus 
particle dispersion and penetration into 
777-200s and 767-300s, a cabin-wide average 
of 99.99% of aerosol particles were filtered 
out on average in less than 6 minutes. 

United States Transportation Command 

The risk of disease transmission 
during air travel is significantly 
lower than during normal daily life. 

Boeing and University of Arizona 

“Forward-facing seat 
configurations create a 
barrier to transmission similar 
to clear plastic barriers seen 
in many businesses today.” 

Boeing and University of Arizona 

Airplanes exchange the entire 
volume of air 20-30 times per 
hour and have filters that can 
capture particles 10 times smaller 
than the COVID-19 virus. 

Boeing, University of Arizona, 
NASA and the National Center for 
Biotechnology Information 

Airports have an 
average of 6-10 air 
changes an hour, which 
is better than the typical 
5 air exchanges per hour 
of the average building. 

Boeing and University of Arizona 

Modeling shows the airflow pattern, exchange rate, HEPA 
filtration, and forward-facing seats create conditions equivalent 
to 7 to 15 feet of social distancing, even for adjacent seats. 

Boeing and University of Arizona 

“Another report describes that a symptomatic patient and 
his pre-symptomatic wife, both of whom tested positive for 
COVID-19, traveled on a 15-hour international flight with 
350 passengers. Both patients wore masks, and no other 
passengers subsequently tested positive for COVID-19.” 

Harvard’s “Face Mask Use in Air Travel” 

A recent modeling study estimates 
the universal use of surgical masks 

in settings with the ventilation rates 
of an aircraft may reduce infection risk 

from respiratory particles to less than 1%. 

Harvard’s “Face Mask Use in Air Travel” 
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Covid-19 Information for Travel 

American Airlines
Face coverings
Face	coverings	are	required	for	all	team	members	and	travelers	in	the	airport	
–	where	your	trip	begins,	where	it	ends	and	where	you	connect.	

Enhanced cleaning
Cleaning	and	sanitizing	kiosks,	ticket	counters,	passenger	service	counters	and	
baggage	service	of?ices.	

Hand sanitizing stations
PURELL®	Advanced	Hand	Sanitizer	dispensers	are	available	before	security	
areas	in	select	locations.	

Ticket counters
Agents	are	at	alternating	work	stations	and	some	kiosks	are	turned	off	to	
create	more	space.	

Creating space
Physical	distancing	is	encouraged	throughout	the	check-in	and	security	areas.	

Plexiglass shields
Ticket	counters	have	commercial-grade	shields	installed	for	added	protection.	

Touchless check-in
Select	U.S.	travelers	can	scan	their	boarding	pass	at	the	kiosk	to	automatically	
print	bag	tags.	



Travel Tips
Your safety and well-being is our top priority. If you’re traveling 
with us there are steps you can take to help prevent 
COVID-19 or other illnesses. 

Don’t travel if you’re sick
During check-in all travelers must confirm they've been free of COVID-19 
symptoms for the past 14 days. Staying home is the best way to protect 
yourself and others from getting sick. 

Eat before you leave
Food and drink service is limited in the Main Cabin and based on flight 
length and destination, and some airport restaurants may be closed. 

Carry your own hand sanitizer
The TSA allows you to bring up to 12 ounces of hand sanitizer in your 
carry-on bag. 

Bring a face covering
It's required while flying on American, except for children under 2 years old. 
You're also required to wear one in the airport where your trip begins, 
where it ends and where you connect. A recent Harvard University study 
estimates the use of face coverings on board may reduce infection risks 
from respiratory particles to less than 1%. 



 

Travel Requirements and Restrictions 

The details below are imposed COVID testing requirements based on your future event destination for 
travelers departing from the U.S and returning to the U.S. We encourage you to download the airline 
app prior to departure. The airline apps will contain updates and most airlines are now including a 
‘health check’ application during the check-in process. Please keep in mind, U.S. Federal law requires 
passengers to wear a face mask while onboard, including the boarding and deplaning process.  

DESTINATION: Nassau 
TRAVEL DATES: October 14 - 17, 2021  

Atlantis Traveler Information: https://www.atlantisbahamas.com/travel-updates#travel-requirements 

CDC Guidelines for Air Passengers Arriving into the United States CDC Traveler FAQ  

Important note included in the FAQ 

Entry Rules Link:  

https://www.bahamas.com/travelupdates  

Travelers must have a negative COVID-19 RT-PCR test result. The test must be taken within 5 days 
before their arrival in The Bahamas. Travelers must upload the test to their Travel Health Visa 
application and have proof on arrival.  

Fully vaccinated travelers with two doses of an accepted vaccine (or one dose of J&J) can use their 
vaccination card to apply in lieu of an RT-PCR test result.  

Health/Travel Documents and/or Tracing App Needed: Yes 
All travelers are required to choose mandatory COVID-19 health insurance when applying for  

their Travel Health Visa. The insurance covers travelers for the duration of their stay in The Bahamas. 
Exit Requirements: Yes  

As of January 26, 2021, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) requires all persons flying 
to the U.S. from an international destination to obtain a verifiable negative COVID-19 viral test (PCR or 
Antigen) taken no more than three (3) days prior to the date of the flight.  

Arriving / Returning to United States Testing Requirements: Yes 
No more than 3 days before return air travel into the United States a negative test result will  

need to be present to the airline before boarding the return flight (printed or digital), or be prepared to  



 
 

 

show documentation of recovery (proof of a recent positive viral test and a letter from your healthcare 
provider or a public health official stating that you were cleared to travel). A printed and signed 
Attestation Form will also need to be presented prior to departure.  

Many U.S. states and counties have state-imposed quarantine guidelines, we encourage each traveler to 
verify these guidelines based on the state they are returning to. All information noted above is subject 
to change at any time based on CDC, Airline, U.S. Federal, or event destination guidelines.  

Travel restrictions are changing rapidly. To keep you informed, CTM has created a travel alerts site consolidating all 
of the latest changes you need to know, as well as a COVID-19 safety and advice page to provide you with the 
latest on how to stay safe. .  
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